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Abstract:
Below is a summary of marketing, technical documentation and photo collaterals materials from MISAR Industries, Inc. of
Santa Ana, California during the years 1981-1983. The author was part of a small start-up team as a Product Specialist
for the Misar I and Misar II product lines and joined the company about 9 months after they were started helping to
pioneer many of the early video teleconferencing room system technologies of the day. The author first came in contact
with MISAR at the Video Expo trade show in early 1981 in San Francisco, CA meeting MISAR’s President in one of their
video conferencing demo booths at the show, (which was taped !). Two weeks later, and two job offers from two
separate distribution partners in the SF Bay Area in an industry that did not yet exist yet, MISAR hired the author to join
the company directly and relocate to Southern California. Over the next 2 years, MISAR sold approximately 100 videoteleconferencing systems to destinations around the world and created some of the most advanced video imaging and
room control systems in its day using 8-bit microprocessor technology and unique advances in video imaging and control.
At right is the MISAR logo and company name which was an acronym for “Mass
Information Storage and Retrieval” (because at that time the company was using ½
inch video-tapes in our systems to record local and remote video conferencing
meetings). MISAR was a company that was spun-off of Acquis Corporation, (a
holding company) that owned Convergence Corporation back in the 1970’s and
1980’s. For a brief history of Convergence go here on the web:

MISAR Company Logo (1981)

http://www.sssm.com/editing/museum/convergence/convergence.html
Convergence Corporation was started in the early to mid 70’s when the ¾” and ½ inch video tape became
widespread in the television and broadcast industries. Convergence, located in Orange County, California created a line
of video editing and special effects solutions targeted to the Television and Motion Picture Industry. During the late 70's
and early 80's Convergence designed and manufactured editing control systems for Ampex Corporation. These editing
systems were used to control the 1" Type "C" machines that replaced virtually all the Quadraplex format VTR's
throughout the Broadcast Industry at the time. In 1982 Convergence joint ventured with LucasFilm LTD and created a
Company called Droidworks that produced the EditDroid - Utilizing Optical Disks to replace film for off-line editing that
conformed to feature length film distribution. In 1986 Convergence and its holding company, Acquis was sold to EECO.
That same year LucasFilm purchased 100% of the Joint-Venture company DroidWorks.
MISAR Industries, Inc. was one of the subsidiary companies
that was started by Acquis in 1981 when Gary Beeson and Dennis
Christensen (the primary founders of Convergence and Acquis)
decided to develop a product line for the video conferencing
market using some of the video control and imaging technologies
they had already developed at Convergence Corporation for video
tape editing, (namely the Cruse-Control Joy-stick, low-cost
graphic special effects for video editing, and character generation
for titling and timing, etc). MISAR leveraged many of the video
special effects and video control technologies from Convergence
with the new MISAR systems that was led by a talented hardware
and software engineer named Larry Nadeau who subsequently
developed an initial fixed video teleconferencing systems called
the Misar l that pioneered a number of leading-edge and groundbreaking technology solutions for automating video meeting
recordings, managing voice actuated microphones, and
incorporating sophisticated video switching effects for video
conferencing and meeting documentation systems.
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The Misar l System: Misar Created two video teleconferencing
products; the Misar l System (a 5-camera black and white and color
system that was based on technologies from Convergence Corporation)
and the Misar ll, (a completely automated robotically controlled audio
and video imaging system with just two cameras that could completely
automate all the room audio and video functions of a corporate video
conference.
When MISAR embarked on the development of their second generation
system, the Misar ll they based this new design on a unique imaging
technology that was originally developed at LucasFilm for Star Wars, (namely the inverted camera and robotic mirroring
systems that were used on model sets and against blue screens for many of the special effects used in the film). One of
the young engineers, (Mike Pettus) who had worked on these solutions at LucasFilm was hired by Acquis to head up the
engineering of the advanced Misar ll systems to add to the existing Misar l product line to create a large fixed-room video
imaging and control system that would completely automate video conferencing meetings and require no-operators what
so ever to operate. It was the first system of its kind in the world and the most sophisticated blending of robotics
technology with video imaging targeted for the corporate marketplace.
The author toured the country from 1981
through 1983 attending a variety of satellite
users conferences, multimedia shows, office
automation shows, NAB, and other video
expositions demonstrating its systems live in two
separate booths with either coax feeds between
them or with live microwave feeds. The target
market for MISAR was corporate fortune 500
companies and executives who were looking to
add video conferencing solutions to their IT mix.
The author personally installed systems at Dow
Chemical in Midland Michigan, and with a number
of video dealers across the US and met with and demonstrated our systems to representatives from Executive Office
service companies, (HQ), Industrial and Retail Companies, US Oil companies, European Union Representatives, Australian
IT companies, and representative from Middle East trading companies who all came to Irvine, California to see our
custom-designed video conferencing room with the MISAR ll system. It was a great time to have the hottest product in
a new and growing industry.
After Three Years of Commercial Success, it seemed that all good things had to come to an end, especially with
advanced ground-breaking and advanced technology. MISAR was unfortunately closed at the end of 1983 due to a lack
of follow-on funding available from Acquis to go to the next stage of product and market development, (we needed
another $1.5 Million to complete the value engineering of the now completed first generation Misar ll system, and to
launch a major promotion and marketing campaign. Also, the fact that our technology was at least 10 years ahead of the
marketplace technically at the time meant that we had to underwrite the education of the marketplace until the value
proposition of the Misar ll would be realized. In addition, the telecommunications infrastructure was lacking in throughput
capability, (pre 1986 telecom deregulation) and was just too expensive to transmit the bandwidth needed for two-way
video and audio over long distances, (despite the fact that early developments of compression technology with 1.5MB
codecs available from new start-up companies like Compression Labs, and the emerging use of satellites for corporate
video conferencing). They were just too expensive to deploy at the time for our customers in addition to having to
purchase our products and pay for the communications links as well. This led to the decision by Acquis to close down
the company.
The author went on to develop a new company for Acquis named Acquis Communications, Inc. which was later
renamed Axon Communications, Inc. to develop advanced messaging and computer controlled telephone answering
and paging systems for the emerging resale telecommunications equipment market that was just opening up as a result
of changes being made in telecom regulation. The author researched the telephone answering marketplace, developed
the initial product specification and helped launch the company. The author left Axon in 1984, and In 1986 Acquis, and
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Convergence was acquired by EECO Incorporated leaving Axon on its own. Axon continued to flourish through 2003 and
then sold its messaging product lines and assets to Telescan Corporation of St. Louis, Mo.
Innovation and Recognition - During MISAR’s development our technology was documented as one of the most
sophisticated video imaging and control systems that was developed at that time, and our video conferencing solutions
were highlighted in a 1983 book by Rudy Bretz, entitled, “Media for Interactive Communications”.

Mr. Bretz was a noted television and instructional educational consultant and pioneer of many educational television
networks in the US in the 1980’s and an ex Rand Corporation researcher and past president of the National Educational
Sciences Corporation. Aboce and below is a sampling of some of the sections from his book that highlighted the Misar ll
as, “the most sophisticated development of automated TV production in the video field”.
The Eye Contact Dynamics and
Misar ll Meeting Room Design
graphics shown above were
developed by the author and the
team at MISAR and provided to
Mr. Bretz for publication in the
book about the Misar ll system. It
included our Eye Contacts
Dynamics illustration (below left)
and our meeting room layout
designs (below right)
incorporating the integrated Misar ll system placement and orientation to the main
viewing screen, table and meeting room participants locations, vertical eye-sight
displacement angles, etc.
We also had published in the book
our famous “Virtual
Handshake” picture
that was used to
promote our Misar ll
system, (above right)
which was a back-ofthe-head shot of the
author shaking hands
with a remote person in
the video conference
demonstrating life-like
eye-contact with remote
participants.
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To give you an idea of how far in front MISAR really was, below is an article from the 1981 edition of the Orange county
register that covered the launch of MISAR and its ground breaking and paradigm shifting video conferencing
technologies:

As you can see from the above article, and the continuation on the next page, in 1981 MISAR was so far ahead of the
rest of the video teleconferencing marketplace with our advanced video teleconferencing room designs, pioneering work
in “Eye-Contact-Dynamics” and the development of voice actuated microphone camera switching, special effects
dissolves, wipes, and graphic camera controls put us light years ahead of the competition. We also had competitively
priced our systems and were able to delivery more value for the money due to the integrated manufacturing and quality
control we could delivery due to the close association to Convergence Corporation, and the ability to use their core
technology for the base video control solutions that MISAR was able to delivery for the Misar l & ll systems.
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Below are snapshots of the Misar I Brochure that we developed for the Misar I and Misar I/C (Color) Video
Teleconferencing Systems that introduced the MISAR- Meeting Concept, (using videotape as a Mass Information Storage
And Retrieval) video meeting documentation and conferencing solution.
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At the time we were experimenting with a variety of new rear as well as front screen commercial and consumer
projection systems that were available at the time, (each costing $5,000 and up) to get the correct aspect ratio for a lifelike image. We settled on the 50” diagonal screen as it would show remote participant images as life-like as possible at a
reasonable distance in both a small and large conference room.
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But the most important contribution we made in the development of early video conferencing technology and best
practices was the development of “Eye-Contact Dynamics” or the correct camera, screen, and room participant seating
and viewing parameters that when properly calculated for Parallactic Viewing Angles and Vertical Camera to Eyesight
Displacement distance measurements, we would settle on a seating distance of four screen widths from the 50” display
screens. This because a “success formula” that has been repeated world wide by a variety of room designers and
equipment manufacturers since then.
At left is an
expanded view of
the “original” EyeContact Dynamics
illustration the
author created for
the Misar ll system
documentation for
marketing and
promotional
materials we
distributed in 1981.
This design layout
proved to be the
most effective at
re-creating life-like
images of the
remote participants
and correctly reproducing eyecontact with the
local participants
when viewing the
screen images on
50” projection
systems.
In fact, the Misar ll system came out on top on almost every metric compared to the competition in terms of effective
room design… (Published on Page 204 of Rudy Bretz book, Media for Interactive Communication”), see below:
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The Misar ll System:
Below is the two-page product flyer that the author developed for the Misar ll System:
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We never quite got to the point to create a full color brochure in 1983 as we were beginning to wind-down the company.
It’s a shame, because the Misar ll system would have really been “revealed” to the market with all its capabilities with a
full color 3-6 page (back and front) tri-fold brochure.
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To explain the product in more depth and to begin the “branding” process, we settled on the tag-line, “moving electrons
instead of people” and created a black and white information piece, (its crude and a “pre” desktop publishing time period
production) which was manually illustrated and laid-out by the author.

Below are reduced-sized images of the multi-page Misar ll Brochure and Technical Specification with photos and images:
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Misar ll Optical Blocks: Above is the “secret sauce” of the Misar ll System that was illustrated in the somewhat “crude”
(pre-desktop publishing) drawing-depictions of the special effects shots that were possible using the Computer Controlled
Imaging technology of the two “Optical Blocks” which
were connected to two vertically mounted color cameras
mounted inside at the top of a 19” equipment rack. The
two Optical Blocks performed a unique “indirect image
capture” function using specially shaped mirrors that
were mounted on a servo controlled and rotating pan,
and tilt mirror assemblies mounted at the top of the
imaging subsystems which “peered” into a meeting room
behind a wall and through a square 5” high x 30” wide
opening above a 50” front projection screen mounted in
the meeting room.
The image at left show the orientation of the screen to
the pan and tilt mirror assemblies. Below the pan and
tilt mirrors was a special “rotating prism” also under
servo control, that provided for “image correction” when
the pan and tilt mirrors were moved and positioned to
correct the image from circular rotation. Below the
prism assembly was a servo-controlled “zoom and focus”
ring that controlled the image zoom and focus for the
camera that was mounted at the base of the optical block on an industry standard c-type bayonet mount which allowed
us to use off the shelf 3-type broadcast type color cameras which could be installed and replaced in minutes.
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Each Optical Block had its own Servo Control subsystem that controlled the Pan, Tilt, Zoom and Focus functions and when
combined together specific pre-set and stored shot locations of meeting participants around the table and graphic
locations in the meeting room (like placement locations on the table, a white-board in the rear of the room, a flip-chart, a
product demonstration stand, etc), could be selected for video imaging in a 10th of a second with either of the optical
block pan and tilt mirrors when switched with a button on a Misar ll Image Pad, or pan, tilted, zoomed and focus using
the integrated “joy-stick control” on the Misar ll master controller, (which was an innovation originally developed by
Convergence Corporation for their video tape editing systems). And what was even more unique was that the Misar ll
Master controller could take remote control of the optical blocks of a remote Misar ll system as well.
Unlike traditional approaches at the time with fixed cameras that were limited to setting up single, double or triple shots
manually, and had to be changed manually for each new meeting and participant counts, the two Misar ll cameras were
not pointed at the participants directly, but rather mounted “vertically” pointing up into the Optical Block column where
images were “passed” through the pan and tilt mirrors, through the rotating prism and zoom and focus rings and then
into the cameras which meant that any combination of pre-set single, double, and triple participant shots were possible in
addition to wide-angle group views, and live impromptu shots that could be composed by a CEO using the Misar ll joystick and not by a camera operator who was not originally included on the meeting participant list !
Life-Like EyeContact Dynamics were achieved because the Misar ll pan and tilt mirrors were located above the main
viewing screen with the image of the remote participants appearing to look directly into the eyes of the local participant
when matching Misar ll systems were used. For example, if a person in meeting room A at chair position 2 spoke, their
voice actuated microphone would move the pan and tilt mirror to their chair location and frame the shot in a 10th of a
second. The remote participants would “see” the person

The above two images illustrate some of the sample demo configurations we set-up a trade shows across the country to
demonstrate the Misar ll systems Computer Controlled Imaging (CCI) to astonished crowds who could not believe the lifelike realism of a Misar ll video conference experience. At upper right is the original overview of the CCI technology.
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Below is the orginal Misar ll specification sheet and some of the selected room control illustrations and photos developed:

The Misar ll Master Controller System

The Misar ll 19” Rack (Front View):

The Misar ll Image Pad (RS-422 Serial Control Pad) Multiple Image Pad’s with pre-sets was supported.
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Behind the scenes was a lot of design engineering, technical development, human factors design and integration, and
product management to bring the Misar ll’s advanced technology to life, and within the reach, control and use of meeting
participants without “overwhelming” them with technical controls and detailed set-up and operating instructions like many
of our competitors at the time. If you could control a video game, you could master the Misar –ll. Below is the basic
hardware and software of the Misar ll system, along with an overview of the unique Misar-Bus which was a 256 pin bus
that integrated Audio, Video, and Data signals on a common backplane and allowed us to build a 7”-high compact
microprocessor controller that

The MISAR-BUS was one of the most
innovative and state-of-the-art solutions in the
Misar ll architecture (second only to the
development of the Optical Block) developed
by the MISAR engineering team that utilized
an Intel 8080 Microprocessor based platform
yet created an innovative PC-Bus like
architecture, (similar to the Intel Multibus that
was available at the time).
This high density board solution provided for
multimedia-like capabilities before they existed
in the marketplace ! It consisted of a 256-pin
motherboard bus design that provided for the
interfacing of 12 balanced pairs of video
inputs, 15 pairs of audio inputs, and a digital
bus that would accommodate a 16 bit data
bus, and a 24-bit address bus. It utilized “ZIP”
or zero insertion force connectors, (new at the
time) soldered to the board “end-to-end” to
create a long 256 pin bus that the cards would
slide into from the front of the rack.
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Room Control Systems and Room Design - AHarmonious Match: Below are some of the early engineering design
concept drawings that were done by the author for the creation of the Misar ll Meeting Room Control system, “Inquiry”
which was based on an RS-232 Serial Polling architecture that allowed us to interconnect the Master Controller and Image
Pad’s with simple RJ-11 cables using standard jacks and plugs which made installation, upgrades and changes very easy
for the customer and we could use off the shelf components and connectors on the base motherboards in each device.

ImagePad: At left is
the concept diagram
of the ImagePad that
later was reduced to
production drawings
for the manufacture of
the ImagePAD. The
author developed the
ImagePad to be a
user-friendly control
device for controlling a
meeting without
having to be a TV
production expert. At
right is the finished
product in a woodbase with LED buttons
and markings which were standard labels.
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Room & Position Control Modules:
At the right is the initial concept diagram developed by
the author for the Room Control Module that would
interface the Misar ll Rack to the meeting room. A single
Master Controller would be connected to this via an RJ-11
Jack and cable and extended into the meeting room, (up
to 50 feet). Then individual Position Control Modules (up
to 10) would be interfaced to the Room Control Module
and placed under the table at each seating location to
interface specific user control devices like (1) Voice
Actuated Microphone and (1) ImagePad per user.

Below is a diagram of the initial Misar ll Meeting room design that was developed by the author for demo purposes.
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Copying is the sincerest form of flattery ! And 25 years later the same design methodologies for eye contact
dynamics and room design that MISAR pioneered in the early 1980’s is still used today in the design of video conferencing
meeting room designs. Below is an article from a September 2006 Wall Street Journal Article on Telepresence replacing
Video-Conferencing with better cameras and Plasma Screens. Looks the same to this author !
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And here are two more high end video conferencing room designs form Teliris (below) and Cisco Systems, (Underneath)
that demonstrate the usage of the curved table design, large screen and image capture above the screen to
accommodate eye-contact dynamics.
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